The benign spectrum of hypothalamic hamartomas: infrequent epilepsy and normal cognition in patients presenting with central precocious puberty.
Hypothalamic hamartoma (HH) is the main structural cause of central precocious puberty (CPP). HH is frequently associated with cognitive impairment and epileptic encephalopathies. Disease severity in case series from neurology services may be biased towards more neurologically impaired patients. To perform a prospective cognitive evaluation in patients with HH presenting with CPP in an endocrinology outpatient clinic setting. We evaluated fifteen consecutive patients with CPP due to HH presenting to an endocrinology outpatient clinic. CPP was diagnosed at a median age of 0.7 yr (0.4-7 yr). Mean age at neurologic evaluation was 13.9 yrs. Eight patients (53.3%) were male. Epileptic seizures occurred in 5/15 (33%) patients. Two patients presented a single unprovoked seizure (SUS). Three patients were diagnosed with epilepsy. Cognitive evaluation, using age-appropriate Wechsler Intelligence Scale, was performed in 11 patients. All patients without epilepsy, including two patients with a history of a SUS, had normal neurologic and cognitive evaluation. Epilepsy and SUS were only seen in patients with sessile HH. Three patients with epilepsy presented cognitive or behavioral findings. Reduced intelligence quotients (IQ), in the borderline range, were noted in both patients with epilepsy who underwent full cognitive evaluation. We found no significant correlation between HH diameter or shape and mean full-scale IQ. Patients who presented with isolated CPP without epilepsy displayed normal cognition when evaluated after a mean period of 13 years. Occurrence of epilepsy, seen in a minority of patients, but not of a single seizure, was associated with mild cognitive deficit and behavioral disturbances in this case series.